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ABSTRACT
To balance the energy dissipation in the network and to provide long lifetime for network multiple paths in data
gathering is used in wireless sensor network. The time where the base station from the sensors in the lifetime of the
sensor, which are used in network lower lifetime and number of paths used to balance the energy will maximize the
lifetime of the network when extra load is added to the specification node. To maximize the lifetime many existing
protocols were used but here we use liner programming approach to solve. In this paper, we propose energy efficient
spanning tree based on multi hop routing which will maximum the lifetime of network. The sequence of routing
path is used to maximize the lifetime of the system, based on the location of the sensor node and base station. To
maximize the lifetime of the network here an analysis in made.
Keywords: EESR PEDAPPA, PEDAP, CMLDA

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental problems in wireless sensor
network is to maximize network lifetime. Most of the
existing protocols take the cluster based approach or
linear programming approach to solve the problem. In
cluster based approach, the whole network is divided
into groups where each group has a leader. The leader
in a group is responsible to collect information from its
member nodes and send data to base station or any
nearest leader. In linear programming approach, the
lifetime problem of WSN is formulated as maximum
flow problem and solved using linear program.
As energy required in communication plays a major
issue in energy depletion of the sensor node, we should
minimize the number of transmissions along with
efficient routing to achieve extended system lifetime.
We consider a wireless sensor system where nodes are
homogeneous and sensed data are highly correlated. A
sensor network for continuous monitoring is a typical
example of such a system. [2]
Mainly we have implemented the Data aggregation
which used to reduce the data traffic which helps in

saving energy by combining multiple packets to single
packet when sensed data are highly correlated.
In this paper, we propose a spanning tree based multihop routing technique to maximize network lifetime in
terms of first node death. We assume that all nodes
perform in-network data aggregation. Our proposed
approach generates a transmission schedule which
contains a collection of routing paths. A routing path
forms a tree that spans all the sensor nodes. A
transmission schedule denotes how data is collected
from each sensor and propagated to base station. It
represents a collection of routing paths that network
will follow to maximize lifetime. We also show that
our protocol generates a small transmission schedule
which saves receiving energy.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Recent growing interest in wireless sensor network
inspired previous efforts for energy efficient protocols.
The lifetime problem of a WSN is formulated as a
dominant set (DS) formation problem. To avoid the
high complexity in creating dominant set, a
probabilistic algorithm is proposed in to form the DS.
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This protocol has a higher election overhead to update
information among neighbours.
A maximum lifetime data gathering algorithm called
MLDA, is proposed in the given location of each node
and base station, MLDA gives the maximum lifetime
of a network. MLDA works by solving a linear
program to find edge capacities that flow maximum
transmissions from each node to base station. The
algorithm generates a schedule of multiple spanning
trees that give maximum lifetime. MLDA gives almost
near optimal lifetime of a network in terms of first node
death. However, MLDA has an extreme run time
complexity that requires solving linear program with
O(n3) variables and constraints (n is the number of
nodes in the network).
To overcome the limitation of MLDA, a cluster based
heuristic algorithm called CMLDA is proposed in the
CMLDA algorithm works by first clustering the nodes
into groups of a given size. Each cluster’s energy is set
to the sum of the energy of the contained nodes. The
distance between clusters is set to the maximum
distance between any pair of nodes of two clusters.
After the cluster formation, MLDA is applied among
the clusters to build cluster trees. CMLDA then utilizes
energy balancing strategy within a cluster tree to
maximize network lifetime.[2] CMLDA has a much
faster running time than MLDA, but does not work
well on networks that have nodes spaced far apart.
CMLDA works better on dense network when nodes
are deployed in groups in close proximity.
Tan and colleagues proposed two minimum spanning
tree based data gathering and aggregation schemes to
maximize the lifetime of the network, where one is the
power aware version of the other. The non power aware
version(PEDAP) extends the lifetime of the last node
by minimizing the total energy consumed from the
system in each data gathering round, while the power
aware version (PEDAPPA) balance the energy
consumption among nodes. In PEDAP, edge cost is
computed as the sum of transmission and receiving
energy. In PEDAPPA, an asymmetric communication
cost is considered by dividing PEDAP edge cost with
transmitter residual energy.
A node with higher edge cost is included later in the
tree which results few incoming messages. Once the
edge cost is established, routing information is
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computed using Prim’s minimum spanning tree rooted
at base station. The routing information is computed
periodically after a fixed number of rounds (100).
These algorithms assume all nodes perform inaggregation and base station is aware of the location of
the nodes. Notice that, the algorithm only considers
sending node residual energy in edge cost function. In a
densely deployed network, where receiving energy cost
dominates over transmission energy cost, the protocol
may fail to perform well.
One of the advantages of wireless sensors networks
(WSNs) is their ability to operate unattended in harsh
environments in which contemporary human-in-theloop monitoring schemes are risky, inefficient and
sometimes infeasible. Therefore, sensors are expected
to be deployed randomly in the area of interest by a
relatively uncontrolled means,[1] e.g. dropped by a
helicopter, and to collectively form a network in an adhoc manner. Given the vast area to be covered, the
short lifespan of the battery-operated sensors and the
possibility of having damaged nodes during
deployment, large population of sensors are expected in
most WSNs applications. It is envisioned that hundreds
or even thousands of sensor nodes will be involved.
Designing and operating such large size network would
require scalable architectural and management
strategies.

Figure 1. An articulation of sample WSN architecture
for a military application
1. Radio Communication Model
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We use a first order radio model described in. In this
model, energy required to run the transmitter or
receiver circuitry is eelec = 50 nJ/bit and eamp =
100pJ/bit/m2 to run transmitter amplifier.[1] Energy
required to transmit a data packet of size l bits from a
node i to node j is given by the following equation.

maximize the network lifetime. A schedule contains
complete routing information for a WSN.[1]

Where dij is the distance between node i and j. Energy
required to receive a l bit packet for any node j is given
by

B. Proposed Algorithm

2. Maximum Life Time Routing
A. Problem Statement
Consider a network of n sensor nodes, with nonreplenishable energy which are randomly placed in a
network. Each node generates a fixed length data
packet of size k bits and transmits to the base station. [2]
All nodes in the network are capable of aggregating
one or more incoming data packets with its own and
send to base station or any other node.

Definition 5. Given a network of n sensor nodes s1,
s2, ...sn, a routing tree T, we define the load of a sensor
node si in routing tree T to be the energy required in
receiving incoming packets and transmitting to next
neighbor in a single round. We denote the load of a
sensor node si by Loadi.[1]

In this section, we describe a greedy algorithm to
generate routing trees for data gathering and
aggregation. Given the location of nodes in the network,
we are interested to compute a routing decision, which
will maximize the lifetime of the network in terms of
first node death. In other words, we want to keep all
sensors operating as long as possible. [4] We assume
that sensors are capable of aggregating any number of
incoming data packets to a single data packet and
transmitting to the base station or any other node when
the sensed data are highly correlated.

Definition 1. In a data gathering round, each node
generates a k-bit packet, possibly aggregates with
others and transmits to base station or other node. In a
data gathering round, base station receives sensed data
of each sensor through aggregation, which reduces
redundancy.[1]
Definition 2. Given the location of nodes, a routing tree
specifies routing information of nodes such that sensed
data from nodes reach to the base station. The routing
tree spans all nodes in the network without any cycle.
For a node, routing tree contains two pieces of
information: to whom the node has to transmit data,
and from which sensors it will receive data packet.[1]

Figure 2. Transmission through fixed length

Definition 3. A routing tree can be used for several
rounds. We denote frequency to be the total number of
rounds a routing tree will be used. [1]
Definition 4. We define schedule to be a collection of
routing trees associated with their frequencies to
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Figure 3. Edge weight assignment to balance load
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C. Edge Weight Assignment
Our routing tree generation algorithm starts with
assigning link weight among nodes and forms a
spanning tree. To transmit a k-bit packet from node i to
node j the weight assignment is performed as follows:

where Ei is the current energy of the node i and Tij (k)
is the energy required to transmit a k bit packet from
node i to node j. The term Rj (k) denotes energy
consumed to receive a k bit packet for node j. Notice
that, the edge weight function is asymmetric which
takes both the residual energy of sender node and
receiver node under consideration. When a node sends
a packet, it computes the edge weight for all its
neighbors and selects the highest weighted edge to
forward data towards base station. This avoids the
receiving node to become overloaded by receiving too
many incoming packets. Figure 1 shows an example of
EESR weight assignment function. The variables E, R
and C represent energy, root and child list of a node
respectively. A lowest energy node is selected and its
weight assignment is performed. Figure 1(a) denotes
the transmission cost (Tij ) of each node for a fixed
length packet. The received energy (Rj ) is assumed to
be 0.1 unit for all nodes. Figure 1(b) illustrates the edge
weight assignment for node 2, where weights are
assigned by taking the minimum residual energy of
sender and received node. In Figure 1(c), node 1 is
selected as the parent of node 2, as this edge remains
the highest residual energy both in sender and receiver.
Next, node 3 is selected as the next lowest residual
energy node. Figure 1(c) and 1(b) show the edge
weight assignment and parent selection for node 3.
Finally, in Figure 1(e), base station is selected as the
parent of node 1. The detail of this weight assignment
and parent selection is given in Figure 2 and 3
respectively.
D. Building Routing Tree
Our routing tree construction is based on the idea of
Kruskal [6] algorithm. The algorithm works when
nodes are in the same transmission range and can
communicate directly with the base station if needed.
Figure 2 shows the Routing Tree algorithm that takes
two input parameters, a sensors list V, a matrix N
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containing neighbour information for each node. It
returns a sensor list A, containing routing information.
We maintain a minpriority queue S to contain all nodes,
which are yet to be connected to the routing tree.
The priority queue S is keyed by current energy level of
nodes
E. Routing in Sensor Networks
A new class of spanning trees called Vertex Subset
Degree Preserving Spanning Tree (A-DPST) is defined
as a spanning tree T of the graph G(V,E) such that
degT (vi) =deg G(vi) for all vi in A which is a
nonempty subset of V[4]. The minimum spanning tree
problem with an added constraint that the vertices of A
should preserve their degrees in the spanning tree
which can be termed as A-Degree Preserving Minimum
Spanning Tree (A-DPMST).We are using an algorithm
for multi-clustering in sensor networks using such ADPMST is proposed.
The sensor network is considered as a graph whose
vertices are the sensors along with the cluster heads, the
base station, and the links between them as the edges.
Now the collection of cluster heads say A is a
nonempty subset of the vertex set of the graph and the
construction of the routing tree for the sensor network
becomes the problem of finding A-Degree Preserving
Spanning Tree in the graph [2]. Because in the sensor
network this A-DPST will be a minimally connected
sub network in which all the links to the cluster heads
are maintained. Since in the tree every other node is
either directly connected to the head or having a path to
the head, routing will be complete. Such routing could
be made optimum by deploying higher energy node as
the sensor heads of the clusters.
F. Selecting Routing Tree Frequency
The performance of a WSN lifetime depends on the
length of the schedule. Notice that, our algorithm and
[7, 6, 8] are centralized in nature. Given location of
nodes, the base station computes a schedule to
maximize network lifetime and broadcast this routing
information to the network. A large schedule will
consume higher energy from nodes to receive the
routing information. Each distinct tree contains a new
routing path for the network, which needs to be
updated. Essentially, the size of a schedule varies with
the number of distinct trees or paths in that schedule.
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[3]Figure 4 shows the influence of tree frequency on
network lifetime and schedule length on a 50x50m2
network consisting of 70 sensor nodes. The value in the
x axis represents tree frequency of each tree in the
schedule. The top curve represents the lifetime of the
network using fixed tree frequency. The bottom curve
depicts relation between tree frequency and schedule
length. Although schedule length starts dropping with
the increase of tree frequency, the relationship between
tree frequency and network lifetime remains non linear.
It could be anticipated that as we use each tree for
higher number of rounds, both schedule length and
lifetime would be reduced. Instead, our results show
that network lifetime increases from 4000 to 5439
when the tree frequency is 70 and 72 respectively
which proves our non linear claim between network
lifetime and schedule length. It gives the indication that
all trees should not be used for same number of rounds.
Each tree should be assessed to find an appropriate tree
frequency. As a result, there is a need for a dynamic
tree frequency for each routing tree which will achieve
higher lifetime with reasonably lower schedule length.
Our routing tree generation algorithm produces
multiple routing trees to balance energy consumption
among nodes. A sensor node has a different load in
different trees. Continuous use of a routing tree causes
rapid decrease in energy of the highest loaded node in
that tree and results in reduced network lifetime.
Although too many distinct routing trees balance load
among nodes well, they add overhead in broadcasting
those routing trees. To minimize number of distinct
generated trees in a schedule, Tan and colleagues [3]
proposed.

Figure 4. Influence of tree frequency
To use each routing tree for fixed rounds (100). We
propose an adaptive formula that evaluates each routing
tree and compute appropriate frequency of that tree.
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Once our RoutingTree algorithm generates a tree T, the
frequency of that routing tree is computed as follows:

where ei is the residual energy of sensor i. The term
min{ ei Loadi } ensures that the frequency of a routing
tree is less than the critical lifetime of that tree. A
critical lifetime of a routing tree defines the maximum
possible number of rounds using that tree. We select 10%
of the critical lifetime so that sensors have enough
lifetime in the next routing tree. The function f (T),
adds the effect of load balancing and is defined as
follows:

Here, σ (T) is the standard deviation of the load values
of the sensors. It indicates how well any routing tree is
balancing the load among nodes. The zero value of the
standard deviation means uniform distribution of loads
among nodes; hence this tree should be used for
maximum possible number of rounds. For simplicity,
we consider the maximum value of σ (T) to be 1, as
each sensor is equipped with small amount of energy.
Any sensor load higher then 1 unit can be easily
normalized by the highest valued sensor load, thus
limiting the maximum value of σ (T) to 1. We have
chosen natural logarithm of σ (T), as sensors load vary
only by fractional amount.[2]
The term balanceFreq determines required number of
rounds when the energy of highest load node will be
equal to that of weak node and is defined as follows:

where emax and Loadmax denotes the residual energy
and load of a node i, whose ei Loadi is maximum.
Similarly, emin and Loadmin defines residual energy
and load of a node with min ei Loadi value. [4]Here
Rx defines the receiving energy consumed from a node
for a fixed length packet. Recall that our RoutingTree
algorithm assigns more load to higher residual energy
node by adding higher energy node later in the routing
tree. Thus, we need to use each routing tree until
residual energy of the current powerful node become
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equal to that of weak node. By powerful node, we
mean the node with highest residual energy. Let i be
the powerful node in the network, while node j denotes
the weakest node. Now, balanceFreq gives the number
of rounds, when residual energy of node i is equal to
the difference between j’s residual energy and
receiving energy. Thus, balanceFreq balances energy
between the most powerful and weakest node in the
network.
G. Analysis in Routing Algorithm
In this section, we present performance result of our
EESR routing algorithm and compare with CMLDA[6]
and PEDAPPA[6] algorithm. All these routing
algorithm are developed in Java, while the linear
program of CMLDA is solved using MAPLE. The
experiment was conducted in two network areas of
50×50 m2 and 100×100m2 . For both network fields,
we evaluated our protocol when the base station is
within the field and outside of the field. To simulate the
performance when base station is far away, we moved
the BS at (150, 150) in 50×50 m2 field and (200, 200)
in 100×100m2 field. To experiment the performance
when BS is within the field, we repeat the simulation
with same network with BS located at center of the
field. We assume, each sensor generates fixed length
data packet of size 1000 bits. Each sensor was
initialized with 1J and first order radio model was used
as described in section2.1.[3]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In each experiment, sensors are placed randomly in the
field and presented results are averaged of 10 different
experiments with same network parameters. We
compare the network lifetime (LT) and number of
distinct routing trees (T), generated by EESR,CMLDA
and PEDAPPA protocols. Table 1 and 2 shows EESR
performance for 50×50m2 network field when base
station is within and outside of the network
respectively.
For all network sizes, our EESR protocol outperforms
CMLDA and PEDAPPA in terms of network lifetime.
Moreover, EESR also minimizes number of routing
paths when base station is within the network. Recall
that, PEDAPPA uses fixed frequency (100) for each
routing tree. CMLDA achieves good lifetime but uses
each routing tree almost once thus generates large
Volume 2 | Issue 2 | | March-April-2017 | www.ijsrcseit.com

number of distinct trees. Further, the performance of
CMLDA varies with cluster size. Too small cluster size
of CMLDA turns to MLDA which results better
lifetime with the cost of high time complexity. On the
other hand, large cluster size in CMLDA behaves as
traditional spanning tree and looses performance. For
all experiments, we set the cluster size of 8 and 10
nodes and average results are taken. As the base station
moves away from the network, EESR achieves better
lifetime with slight increase in number of distinct trees
then PEDAPPA.[7]
Node

CMLDA

PEDAPPA

EESR

LT
T
9124 9049

LT
9223

T
87

LT
T
9685 72

9155 9110

9269

90

9720 73

9278 9259

9470

93

9812 77

9329 9312

9508

95

9770 74

9075 9074

9568

96

9781 75

9533 9529

9554

96

9820 75

50
60
70
80
90
100

Table 1:50*50 network, BS at (25,25)
Node
50
60
70
80
90
100

CMLDA
LT
4148
4869
4631
5187
5238
5111

T
3996
4856
4585
5187
5237
5109

PEDAPPA
LT
4969
5339
5587
5826
6008
6054

T
49
53
56
58
60
60

EESR
LT
5810
6230
6558
6839
7048
7260

T
232
240
253
263
278
282

Table 2:50*50 field BS at (150,150)
Table 3 and 4 present our protocol performance for
100×100m2 network when the base station is inside
and outside of the field respectively. As shown before,
our protocol archives higher lifetime and generates
small number of routing trees then PEDAPPA and
CMLDA. When the base station is moved away from
the field, EERS achieves better lifetime with small
increase in distinct tree size. This behaviour is expected
when BS is outside of the field and energy
consumption from a single tree increases. Recall,
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PEDAPPPA uses fixed number of rounds for each
routing tree. When base station is away from the
network, PEDAPPA consumes large amount energy
from each tree which results fewer distinct trees with
the cost of poor lifetime.[8]

in edge cost thus ends up assigning higher load to the
receiver node and reduces overall performance[5].

Node

In table 5, we repeat the experiment of table 4 using
different initial energy for PEDAPPA and ESSR. In
each experiment, 25% of sensors node are randomly
selected and equipped with higher initial energy (10J).
In all cases, ESSR outperforms PEDAPPA both in
lifetime and schedule length.
This experiment gives the indication that ESSR can be
used in heterogeneous energy label when few sensors
are equipped with higher energy or new sensors are
replaced in the network. ESSR adds high power sensors
later in the routing tree thus assigning more load to
them[5].
Node

CMLDA

PEDAPPA

EESR

50
60
70

LT
T
6128 6127
6429 6419
6847 6846

LT
8249
8224
8254

T
80
82
82

LT T
8361 72
8416 75
8595 70

80
90
100

6928 6920
7140 7139
7177 7150

8505
8557
8539

85
86
86

8730 76
8759 77
8880 83

Table 3:100*100 field BS at (50,50)s
Node
50
60
70
80
90
100

CMLDA
LT
3189
3525
3720
3866
3903
4158

T
3128
3524
3713
3858
3897
4098

PEDAPPA
LT
3739
4118
4363
4558
4673
4831

T
37
41
43
45
46
48

EESR
LT
4525
4973
5346
5643
5882
6111

T
213
238
256
269
283
294
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EESR

50
60
70

LT
8606
9115
9498

T
83
90
94

LT
8605
9125
9543

T
66
69
71

80

9610

96

9713

70

90
100

9876
9806

99
98

10020
9945

71
72

Table 5:100*100 field BS at(200,200)[5]

IV.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a spanning tree based
multi-hop routing to maximize the lifetime of the
network. Where we represented an edge cost function
that balance energy among sensors. We also showed
that ESSR maximizes network lifetime using limited
number of routing trees. We presented our simulation
results which shows significant improvement over
existing protocols. We showed that our algorithm
works better in dense network where receiving energy
consumption plays a significant impact to maximize
network lifetime. While our approach mainly concerns
to extend network lifetime it also tries to generate small
schedule size. As a continuation of this work, we are
exploring a situation when nodes are not in same
transmission range. In future, we will also investigate
to maximize network lifetime for heterogeneous
network where sensed data are not correlated and
aggregation is not possible.
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